
Adjuvant endocrine therapy (ET) is an effective treatment for hormonal receptor positive (HR+) HER2-negative
(HER2-) early breast cancer (EBC) patients.

 In luminal EBC patients with higher risk of recurrence, chemotherapy (CHT) increases the probability of cure, at
the cost of unwanted toxicities.

Data from adjuvant trials evaluating different CDK4/6 inhibitors in intermediate to high-risk HR+ EBC led to
conflicting results1,2. Different patient selection criteria between the studies should be considered .

Data from NeoPAL3 and SOLTI-1402 CORALLEEN4 neoadjuvant trials suggested that a selected group of patients
with high genomic risk could avoid CHT (Figure 1).

Ribociclib + letrozole provided better outcomes in HRQoL in comparison with CHT in the CORALEEN trial5.

Figure 1. Results of NeoPAL (A) and CORALLEEN (B) neoadjuvant clinical trials. A) NeoPAL study explored the role of neoadjuvant
palbociclib and endocrine therapy in 106 patients with HR+/HER2-, Prosigna®-defined luminal B, or luminal A and node-positive,
stage II-III EBC who were randomly assigned to either ET combined with palbociclib or to CHT. B) CORALLEEN study compared CHT
vs ribociclib + letrozole neoadjuvant treatment in 106 patients with Luminal B (PAM50) EBC. Of note, 46.9% of patients were
converted to ROR-low at surgery. RCB: residual cancer burden; pCR: pathological complete response; PEPI: preoperative endocrine
prognostic index; ROR-low: risk of recurrence low (Prosigna).
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HYPOTHESIS
We hypothesize that CHT could be appropriately spared in patients with initial high-risk
clinicopathological tumors that are converted to a low genomic risk of recurrence (ROR-low;
Prosigna®) after neoadjuvant treatment with ribociclib (R) and letrozole (L) by continuing with this
treatment in the adjuvant setting.

 RIBOLARIS is an open-label, multicenter international trial in 530 patients with HR+/HER2-, ki67≥20%, grade 2/3 and
stage II EBC.

 The trial aims to evaluate long-term efficacy and safety of a CDK4/6 inhibitor + ET adjuvant treatment (instead CHT) in
patients with a biological response (ROR-low) to neoadjuvant R + L.

 Neoadjuvant treatment consists of six 28-days cycles of daily L and R (600 mg/day; 3W ON, 1W OFF).

 Adjuvant treatment will be decided according to centrally assessed ROR and pathological stage after surgery:

a) Responder cohort: (ROR-low) patients will receive R (400 mg/day; 3W ON, 1W OFF) in the adjuvant setting for 33 
cycles. ET must be maintained for at least 5 years. Proportion of patients in this cohort was estimated according 
to CORALLEEN trial results. 

b) Non-responder cohort (ROR-med/high): patients will receive adjuvant standard CHT regimen followed by adjuvant 
R and ET.

 Follow-up mammography will be performed annually except if bilateral mastectomy has been performed.

 Patients will be followed up for distant metastasis-free survival (DMFS) and invasive disease-free survival (IDFS) up until
60 months last patients’ surgery.

Figure 2. Study Design

KEY ELIGIBILITY CRITERIA
 ER+/HER2- EBC: ER > 10%, grade 2 or 3 and Ki-67 index ≥20 %, clinical stage II (cT1cN1cM0, cT2cN0cM0, cT2cN1cM0

and cT3cN0cM0).
 Male (≥18 years old) or pre-menopausal women (≥40 years old) or post-menopausal women. Premenopausal/male

patients will receive LHRH agonists 2 weeks before C1D1 and during treatment.
 Available pre-treatment FFPE core (tru-cut) biopsy evaluable for PAM50 or possibility to obtain one.
 Bilateral invasive breast cancer is not permitted.
 Patients with active cardiac disease or history of cardiac dysfunction are not eligible.

 RIBOLARIS has started enrollment in May 2022.
 As of 31st of August 2022, 113 patients have been screened

and 91 enrolled.
 A total of 53 sites will participate globally: 15 in Spain

(SOLTI), 3 in Portugal (SOLTI) and 35 in France
(UNICANCER).
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Identification of patients for whom CHT may 
be spared is critical to improve management 

of treatment burden

Need to improve the prognosis and QoL of 
patients with high-risk HR+/HER2- EBC

Data from previous neoadjuvant studies 
suggesting that a selected group of genomically 

high-risk patients could avoid CHT3,4

Primary Objective Primary Endpoint

To evaluate long-term efficacy of 
neo/adjuvant ET + ribociclib in high-risk 
ER+/HER2- disease and biological response 
at surgery (ROR-low)

Distant metastasis-free survival (DMFS) in the ROR-low cohort. DMFS is defined as 
the time from date of surgery to date of first event of distant metastatic recurrence 
or death (any cause). 
Note: two interim analyses for early stopping (at 300 and 600 patient-years of 
follow-up) and one final analysis (at least 1300 patient-years of follow-up) will be 
performed .

Secondary Objectives Secondary Endpoints
To evaluate long-term efficacy of 
neo/adjuvant ET + ribociclib in high-risk 
ER+/HER2- disease and biological response 
at surgery (ROR-low)

• Invasive disease-free survival (IDFS) 

To evaluate the efficacy of ribociclib and 
endocrine therapy during neoadjuvant 
treatment 

• pCR in the breast and axillary lymph nodes (pCRBL) after completion of study 
treatment.

• Rate of RCB0/1 after neoadjuvant treatment.

To evaluate long-term efficacy of 
neo/adjuvant ET + ribociclib in high-risk 
ER+/HER2- disease and lack of biological 
response at surgery (ROR-med/high)

• Distant metastasis-free survival (DMFS) in the ROR-med/high cohort

To evaluate the safety and tolerability of 
investigational treatment and their 
corresponding standard treatment 

• Incidence, duration and severity of Adverse Events (AEs) assessed by the NCI 
Common Terminology for Classification of Adverse Events (CTCAE) version 4.03.

Exploratory endpoints
Correlation between DMFS and pCR; correlation between DMFS and ROR score (as a continuous variable) in ROR-low cohort, in ROR-
med/high cohort, and in all patients; correlation between DMFS and RCB; correlation between DMFS and PAM50 subtype (baseline 
and surgery); identification or other biomarkers of response and resistance.  
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35 sites

15 sites

3 sites

B) CORALLEEN: ribociclib + letrozole vs CHT
Primary endpoint: proportion of patients ROR-low at surgery

A) NeoPAL: palbociclib + letrozole vs CHT
Primary endpoint: RCB 0-I rate

CHT (n=51) CDK4/6i + ET (n=52)

RCB 0-I: 15.7 % 7.7 % 
pCR: 5.9 % 3.8 %

PEPI 0: 8% 17.6 %

CHT (n=52) CDK4/6i + ET (n=49)

RCB 0-I: 11.8 % 6.1 % 
PEPI 0: 17.3 % 22.4 %

ROR-low: 46.1 % 46.9 %

https://clinicaltrials.gov/ct2/show/NCT05296746
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